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Welcome to NCS

A note from our leader:
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My role here is to ensure we continuously challenge ourselves to do better and 
evolve our solutions. As a leader of the business, I ensure our offering is given the 
greatest visibility, investment and support. I am committed to making a significant 
positive difference to our customers by providing an exceptional service. I am 
passionate about developing long term, meaningful relationships with our clients 
and candidates and deliver on our promises. Needless to say, but organisations 
are increasingly utilising contingent resource as a way of delivering their strategic 
objectives. This trend is set to continue, with many analysts indicating that as much 
as 50% of a company’s workforce will be non-employees despite pending changes 
in legislation. In addition, more and more companies are beginning to view their 
contingent labour as more than a commodity and instead adopting a total talent 
mentality including all of the people (permanent, contingent, and otherwise) that will 
help them deliver their objectives. With this in mind, an organisation’s ability to scale 
its workforce and secure specialised talent when and where needed is critical in the 
ever evolving skills market and this is something we are experts at.

Through my career, I have had many discussions with clients  on the challenges 
they face. The most common challenges faced by clients are having instant access 
to specialist talent, exposure to risk , an inability to scale quickly and protecting their 
brand as an employer of choice. It also seems over the last 10 years; more and 
more clients are demanding opportunities to improve and innovate in this space. I 
am proud to be part of an industry that offers up a range of solutions and value adds 
to the clients helping them combat such challenges and even more delighted to be 
leading a company can sincerely solve these challenges and Never Compromise 
Standards, but don’t take my word for it, speak with our team, candidates and clients. 

Wishing us a strong, long term, value add partnership.

Matt Traynor
Operations Director
01952 210243  | matt.traynor@ncsjob.co.uk



All personnel who are new to NCS must receive a Company induction covering 
but not limited to the following topics:

Induction Policy

Matt Traynor
Operations Director
October 20202

• Payments and Timesheets
• Communication
• Absence and Sickness
• Welfare Facilities
• Competency
• PPE Issue and Care
• Equipment
• Alcohol and Drugs
• Accident/Incident/Close Call/Near Miss 

Procedure
• Environmental

• Biological Hazards
• COSHH
• First Aid
• Fire Safety
• Manual Handling
• Health Surveillance
• Working at Heights
• Working with Vibrations
• Confined Spaces
• Working Alone

Contact Details
Matt Traynor
Operations Director, Network Construction Services
t:  07384 897366 | e:  matt.traynor@ncsjob.co.uk

Brandon James
Recruitment Consultant, Network Construction Services
t:  07595 068966 | e:  brandon.james@ncsjob.co.uk

Lindsey Harrison
Payroll and Compliance Manager, Network Construction Services
t: 07894 752140 | e:  lindsey.harrison@ncsjob.co.uk



It’s a the policy of NCS to provide the right solution to our customers. We adopt 
a quality culture in everything we do and adhere to legislative requirements. 
We place emphasis on achieving the specified quality consistently and add 
value through continuous improvement. 

We do this with an openness, collaborations and a spirit of mutual dependency. All NCS 
representatives have responsibilities. They will be set out in this induction pack. It’s important 
that you read and understand the content of this induction and policy pack and complete the 
declaration within the registration pack.

You are signing to say that you understand and will comply with the following:

• NCS and client policies and procedures in full (Policy Pack).

• To co-operate and coordinate with other contractors and the client. 

• Make available copies of all relevant competencies, training and certificates upon request

• Do not falsify official documentation and competencies.

• To take reasonable care of your own health and safety and the safety of others. 

• Comply with all group and company standards including internal procedures.

• Only perform tasks you are qualified and competent to undertake

• Report any potentially unsafe acts or instructions 

• Report accident, incidents or illnesses you suffer as a result of doing your job.

• Report any environmental issues such as oil spillages.

• Do not interfere or misuse anything that has been provided for your health safety or welfare. 

• Wear the correct PPE, avoid wearing loose clothing, jewellery and tie long hair back. 

• Ensure you adhere to the working time limits and do not work excessive hours.

• Working under the influence of drink/drugs is strictly prohibited

•  Agree to participate in ‘Random’ or ‘For Cause’ Drug and Alcohol screenings as requires.

• Report to NCS if  you have tested positive for drugs or alcohol in the last 5 years.

• Tell NCS if you intend to take medication (prescribed or non-prescribed)

• Inform NCS of any health or ability issues that may affect your working abilities

Responsibilities
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All workers must adhere to site rules. Each client and worksite may have specific requirements. 
It is important that you aware of the sites rules and take the times to read and understand 
them before you start work. 

All contractors must:

• Sign in and sign out at the pre-arranged site access point.
• Do not sign other workers in or out of the worksites
• Receive site briefings from the appropriate staff.
• Use the correct tools and equipment and report and defects.
• Do not create hazards by improvising 
• Use correct lifting technique when handling
• Adhere to all requirements of the clients plan (Work package plan etc)
• Ensure good communication with all necessary parties
• Co-operate and coordinate with other contactors and the client
• Wear spectacles or contact lenses if necessary.
• Wear the appropriate PPE at all times
• Report any problems arising that will impact on punctuality
• Report any exceedance of hours.
• Comply with site safety rules and specific health and safety initiatives, eg. Zero Harm,
• Don’t Walk By, Safe by Choice, etc..

All workers must also adhere to the Sentinel rules when undertaking PTS duties. These include:

• No Individual shall undertake or attempt to report for duty, if they have worked on the managed 
infrastructure within the preceding 12 hours (sometimes referred to as double-shifting), unless a 
risk assessment has been conducted by the Primary Sponsor and suitable controls implemented 
No Individual shall exceed the maximum working hours determined by law or the, managed 
infrastructure requirements or the Sponsor, whichever is the shortest 

• Every Individual has a responsibility to be fit for work, not fatigued by excessive travel or work, and 
not under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Individuals shall report anything that may affect their 
ability to work safely including medication, lack of equipment or personal circumstances

• An Individual shall report for duty with the appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to 
enable them to undertake their duties 

• No Individual shall undertake a task for which they are not competent, do not have the right 
equipment, or the relevant information or the knowledge to complete safely Individuals shall act 
in a safe manner at all times when on the managed infrastructure, and report any incident, close 
call or breach of the Sentinel Scheme Rules they are aware of

• Individuals shall always carry their Sentinel card when on managed infrastructure and present 
their card for checking upon request.

• Where accountable; undertaking 100% verification checks on Sentinel cards before allowing 
Individuals to start work 

Responsibilities
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Ten Lifesaving Rules to get Everyone Home Safe Every Day

Lifesaving Rules
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WORKING 
RESPONSIBLY

WORKING WITH 
ELECTRICITY

WORKING AT 
HEIGHT

WORKING 
WITH MOVING 

EQUIPMENT

Always be sure the required plans and permits are in 
place, before you start a job or go near the line.

Always use the equipment that is fit for its intended 
purpose.

Never undertake any job unless you have been 
trained and assessed as competent.

Never work or drive while under the influence of 
drugs or alcohol.

Always test before applying earths or straps.

Never assume equipment is isolated - always test 
before touch.

Never use a hand-held or hands-free phone, or 
programme any other mobile device, while driving.

Always obey the speed limit and wear a seat belt.

Always use a safety harness when working at height, 
unless other protection is in place.

Never enter the agreed exclusion zone, unless 
directed to by the person in charge.

DRIVING



Policy details
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Communication (Mobile Phones)
A hand held mobile must only be used when in a position of safety, and ensuring everyone’s safety 
is uncompromised, and only by critical staff. The use of personal calls is prohibited unless on 
breaks. 

Please also note that driving whilst using a hand held mobile is illegal in Britain. Please also be 
mindful that when using your  hands free and driving it can also be distracting and pose a risk. 

Welfare Facilities
Welfare facilities are provided on sites. They are made available to all contractors, these include 
toilets, washing and drying facilities and a place to eat and drink. Please ensure you look after the 
facilities and report any issues you have with them. 

Absence/ Sickness
You must contact the branch immediately if you know you will not be going into work, so that we 
can inform the client and make alternative arrangements.  

Your local branch will be open from 08.45am - 17.15pm Monday to Friday.
Alternatively there is a 24hr on-call number 07595 068 966. 

If you fail to call, your assignment will be given to another temporary worker and we may not be in 
a position to offer alternative assignments.

Health Surveillance
Depending on the industry and level of risk NCS will undertake ‘’health and surveillance’’ to ensure 
the ongoing health of employees.

Commonly health surveillance is undertaken when:

• Initially employed; in the form of a medical assessment to determine suitability for the work to 
be undertaken.

• If exposed to asbestos

• Following an accident/illness

• Age/Time related medicals, depending on client requirements

• Night work undertaken

• Any known condition where health is deteriorating

• Exposure to excessive noise levels

• High level of exposure to substances considered hazardous to health. 

In order to fully comply with this procedure, you may be asked to provide additional information 
outside what is normally requested.



Policy details
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Risk
In order to minimise that risk an assessment of the consequences and likelihood of those risks 
materialising must be undertaken before work commences. These assessments must include 
existing arrangements for risk control and any additional measures deemed necessary to control 
the risk further. Most risk assessments will be provided on site by our client. It is important to 
comply with the control measures. They are for your own safety. The control measures will include 
wearing the correct PPE, not entering exclusion zones and only doing work you are competent to 
do. We also have a generic set of risk assessments which are accessible.

Always ensure that you minimise your risk and look after your safety  by using the official access 
and egress routes. If you feel your safety is compromised, then seek advice and look for alternative 
safer routes where possible. Please also pay extra attention when carry tools and materials to site 
as the ground can be affected by the weather

Competency
NCS operate a Competency Management System; many of you will be assessed under this system. 
Never attempt to carry out a task for which you are not qualified to perform, for example drive 
plant, on the railway act as Lookout. If you are asked to do so always refuse.

Personal Protective Equipment
NCS logoed  PPE must be worn when on assignments for NCS. The minimum requirement for PPE 
is as follows: Safety helmets, eye protection, gloves, hearing protection, high visibility clothes and 
foot protection. Any additional PPE will be issued subject to the clients requirements or by risk 
assessment.

Each contractor must:
• Wear PPE 
• Inform the on-call manager, supervisor or client of a lack of PPE or damaged PPE.
• Do not modify the PPE
• Co-operate with PPE audits 
• Keep the PPE clean and make sure its in good condition
• Make sure the PPE fits correctly. 

Exceptions
• Male members of the Sikh religion from wearing a safety helmet if a turban is worn.
• Personnel driving or operating machines from within a covered cab will be exempted from 

wearing their helmet.
• Any one working in water, mud or snow will be provided with Wellingtons and will not need to 

wear safety 

Equipment
NCS are unable to provide any tools. It will be clients responsibility to provide all the necessary 
tools to complete the jo and to ensure they are in good working order.



Policy details
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Alcohol & Drugs (Inc. Medication)
NCS control the risks of contractors being unfit for work from alcohol and drug misuse by 
undertaking drug & alcohol testing. NCS will perform random on-site drug & alcohol testing. We 
can also request pre-employment or pre-appointment testing but only do this is when the industry 
requires it. 

All contractors have a responsibility to:
• Ensure they are not under  the influence of drugs or alcohol when reporting for work
• Not be in possession of drugs of abuse in the work place 
• Not consume alcohol or drugs whilst at work 
• Ensure they seek professional help if they feel they are a dependency.
• Report all consumed mediation by text to 07894 752140. It will then be recorded by the 

compliance manager.
• Declare all medications taken regularly when registering for work.

The company will not tolerate any deviation from the policy that is attached this this induction pack. 
The misuse of alcohol or drugs while on NCS or clients premises will result in instant termination.  

Accident / Incident / Close Call / Near Miss Procedure
All accidents however minor must be reported in the accident book. If the accident occurs 
on a client’s site, then the client must be notified immediately. This procedure also applies to 
environmental issues, which must be reported in the same way as an accident. All accidents to be 
reported to the on call manager immediately. We will have a communication matrix to escalate 
internally based on the severity of the incident.

Accident / incident / close call / near miss investigations will be carried out by the Operations 
director. Unless it is lead by the client, in which case we will assist and the injured person or 
witnesses will be expected to co-operate.

Environmental
NCS is committed to providing a first class service to our customers whilst minimising the effects 
of our business activities on the environment. NCS set and review environmental objectives and 
targets and continually improve its environmental performance and prevent pollution. NCS conduct 
its operations with full regard to relevant environmental legislation and any other requirements 
to which the company subscribes. Efforts must be made to keep waste to a minimum and report 
all potential hazards and risks that will have an effect on the environment. If the environment is 
harmed in any way, it must be reported at the first available opportunity. 



Policy details
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Biological Hazards
Biological Hazards can include AIDS, hepatitis, animal-borne diseases and food poisoning. It has 
not been unknown for individuals to come into contact with discarded contaminated needles whilst 
working on the rail infrastructure. It is therefore important to wear appropriate Safety equipment 
provided and be vigilant when working in the rail infrastructure. Whereas most people are aware 
of the HIV infection that causes AIDS, fewer people are aware of the hepatitis B virus that is a 
hundred times more infectious and caused a potentially dangerous infection of the liver. Hepatitis 
B can be transmitted through accidental injury with a contaminated needle. A very small amount is 
needed since the virus is so infectious. The symptoms vary from none to flu-like illness, headaches, 
fever, loss of appetite and severe symptoms such as abdominal pain, diarrhoea and jaundice.

Hygiene precautions are necessary when dealing with any spilled-blood. If an injury occurs free 
bleeding should be allowed and then the wound she be cleaned and dressed. Any preventative 
treatments for Hepatitis B should be within 48 hours of the injury. Working on the railway will 
expose contractors to risk and it is vital you are vigilant at all times. Do not attempt to handle or 
remove any sharps (glass, needles etc).  

If you work in areas such as railway lines, tunnels, by rivers or sewers you are more likely to come 
into contact with rats. Female rats may carry Leptospirosis often knows as Weils Disease. It is 
passed onto you via the rats urine especially if you have an open wound or if you eat or smoke 
without first washing your hands. The symptoms are similar to flu but you will also suffer from 
severe headaches and aches in the lower part of your legs if you suffer with these symptoms go 
straight to the hospital and explain that you have been working with rats. 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH)
Hazardous substances are often found on wok sites, however if they are handled with respect and 
the manufacturer’s instructions are followed, they are completely safe to use. 

Regulations are in place to ensure that any hazardous substances are clearly marked and full 
handling, use and disposal instructions are available to anyone who may have to use the product. 
The information provided is for your safety and must always be followed, often it will identify what 
PPE to wear and also appropriate first aid measures. If the substance has a particular hazard such 
as flammable or toxic, orange symbols will be displayed. These symbols are an important, easily 
visible warning to anyone about to use the substance. COSHH Issues

Lead Carbonate (a white powdery substance) is sometimes found on the securing strips. This is 
mildly toxic and can enter the body via the mouth through contact with unprotected hands. Risks 
to health are minimal provided that basic hygiene precautions are taken. Always wash hands after 
handling detonators (or at least before handling food, drinking or smoking) or wear disposable 
gloves.

First Aid
All worksites will have adequate first aid provisions. Please make sure you are aware of where 
the first aid kits are stored on all sites. Each gang of workers will include an “appointed person” 
first aider who has undergone basic first aid training in ABC.  Each COSS is provided with a mobile 
phone on which the emergency services can be called. NCS target for emergency first aiders is one 
for every six workers.



Policy details
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Fire Safety
One area of safety, whose importance is often under valued on construction and rail worksites, is 
fire. Although in many cases the risk of fire is minimal, the potential for fire to cause serious injury 
and/or damage to property is still present. 

A simple and useful action everyone can take to reduce the chances of a fire breaking out is good 
house keeping. By careful storage of flammable items such as paint, fuel for equipment and wood, 
the risk of a fire starting is greatly reduced.

When you go onto a site you should be aware of the following:
• The emergency escape routes.
• The evacuation assembly point(s)
• Fire precautions in place.
• Fire fighting equipment available.
• Specific fire hazards on site.
• If you are not sure of any of these points, please ask a site representative

Storage and Disposal of Detonators
Detonators held at storage points and in depots should be stored in metal ammunition boxes, 
flamvaults or similar containers. When transported in road vehicles, detonators should be kept 
inside the delivery packaging (i.e. the sealed plastic tube) and placed in the load compartment. 
Detonators carried in On Track Machines should be stored in the proprietary fixed “flag and 
detonator” container or in the storage boxes attached to the frame. In all cases they should not 
be exposed to the possibility of “mechanical damage” or impact from falling tools and equipment. 
Detonators have a “shelf life” of 5 years. The date (Month and Year) of manufacture is stamped 
on each detonator. If they are out of date, the date is illegible or the detonator shows signs of 
rust, damage or decay, they must be securely stored in the proprietary container until they can be 
returned to the main stores. 

Manual Handling
Manual handling should be avoided if possible. If its unavoidable to consider the risks and injuries 
that can be caused. It may be possible to use a lifting aid such as a trolley or a forklift truck or even 
the help of another person.

If however you decide to move the item yourself, 
always use the simple 5 step lifting technique
detailed below: 
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GUIDLINE MAXIMUM MANUAL HANDLING

• Stand close to the load, feet shoulders width 
apart 

• Bend your knees but keep your back straight 

• Take a good grip on the item to be lifted (wear 
gloves if necessary)

• Straighten your legs 

• As you walk keep the load close to your body
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Working at Heights

Falls from heights at works are responsible for many injuries and even deaths every year. The 
working at heights regulations apply to all work undertaking at height where there is a risk of a fall 
that can cause an injury. Working at heights should be planned a risk assessment carried out and 
the works should only be carried out by competent personnel. Ladders, scaffolding and working 
platforms should be erected safely, by competent persons and inspected regularly. Do not take 
unnecessary risks. 

Working with Vibrations 

When you are exposed to vibrations constantly it can cause discomfort or ill-health. It can be 
transmitted by whole body vibration or hand-arm vibration. Clients should have risk assessments 
in place to reduce the effects of vibrations. The faster symptoms are identified the easier it will be 
to manage them.  The symptoms to look for are hands tingling, white finger, loss of strength in 
hands and grip and pain in your hands. 

Working Alone 

Working alone is someone who works by themselves with no direct supervision. The will be 
instances where contractors will be required to work alone. All clients will have risk assessments so 
that contractors can work alone. It is important that all the rules and necessary control measures 
are adhered to if you are undertaking lone working. 

Working in confined spaces

Working in confined spaces can be dangerous. A confined space is a space that because it is 
enclosed may give rise to reasonably foreseeable risk (specific risk, often dangerous gasses or 
flooding. A confined space may be a trench or catch pit, etc. It is important that a risk assessment 
is carried out and all risks are known and controlled.  A safe system of work must be in place. Those 
working in confined spaces must be appropriately trained. If you do not have to enter a confined 
space, please do not. 
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Payments and Timesheets

For all assignments with NCS, payment will be made a week in arrears. 

Your timesheet will be need to signed and submitted to the office no later than 4pm Monday of the 
week after you have worked in order to make sure payment is received on time. You can forward 
the timesheet by a number of methods including posting, email, WhatsApp and messenger. All it 
needs to be is readable.

Should timesheets be received late then they will be processed the following week.  Payments 
should reach your account on a Friday, a week in arrears.  

We have 3 options for payment: PAYE via a management company, CIS sole trader and payment 
though your limited company. The limited company must be registered for CIS works. 

NCS do operate a self-billing agreement if you choose to use your own limited company for 
payment, and as a result you will be not need to provide an invoice. We will produce and provide 
the invoice. You will be able to sign up to the self-billing agreement during the registration process. 

Please note: it is you responsibility to make sure your timesheet is authorised and forwarded 
on time. If you timesheet is late it can result on the payment being late.

If you have any payroll queries, please contact our office on:
Lindsey Harrison - Payroll and Compliance Manager 
01952 210243 | lindsey.harrison@ncsjob.co.uk



info@ncsjob.co.uk
01952 210243
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NETWORK CONSTRUCTION SERVICES


